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Bulletin P Riodique Du Champ Freudien Ornicar D Cembre 1977 Num Ros 12 13
This collection of essays, written between 1974 and 1977 in the midst of Duchamp's rediscovery in France, was published by
Editions Galilee, Paris, in 1977 and in English translation by the Lapis Press, Los Angeles, in 1990."

There is much music in our lives -yet we know little about its function. Music is one of man's most remarkable inventions though possibly it may not be his invention at all: like his capacity for language his capacity for music may be a naturally
evolved biologic .function. All cultures and societies have music. Music differs from the sounds of speech and from other
sounds, but only now do we find ourselves at the threshold of being able to find out how our brain processes musical
sounds differently from other sounds. We are going through an exciting time when these questions and the question of
how music moves us are being seriously investigated for the first time from the perspective of the co-ordinated
functioning of the organism: the perspective of brain function, motor function as well as perception and experience. There
is so much we do not yet know. But the roads to that knowledge are being opened, and the coming years are likely to see
much progress towards providing answers and raising new questions. These questions are different from those music
theorists have asked themselves: they deal not with the structure of a musical score (although that knowledge is
important and necessary) but with music in the flesh: music not outside of man to be looked at from written symbols, but
music-man as a living entity or system.
This book explores the issues that surround medically assisted reproduction. It addresses the place of destiny, including how to
think about individual destinies in an age of increasingly accessible gene sequencing paired with a growing link between
procreation and prediction.
Verzeichnis der exzerpierton zeitschriften: 1926, p. [XXXI]-/XVII.
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